Abstract. The paper presents a work developed in the framework of the two years COPERNICUS technological research project CRASH (CRack and SHape defect detection in ferrite cores) CIPA-CT94 0153, in progress since 1995. The CRASH project concerns automated quality inspection of ferrite cores.
Introduction
The general objectives of the CRASH project [1] is to select an develop a system for automated quality inspection of industrially produced objects, with special attention paid to ferrite cores, to solve the problem of manual quality control that affects many factories especially in the Eastern Countries. The main requirements of the novel system are the classification of different ferritic cores and the detection of dimensional and surface defects which greatly affect the quality of materials. To detect ferrite properties, dimensional defects (shape defects i.e.) and surface defects (surface cracks), two different sensors have been used: an optical sensor and an electromagnetic sensor in a new precision system. In the inspection of surface defects, for faster processing, a two-level approach has been used, on the basis of the acquired images with the specially designed sensor. The first processing level is the detection of regions where irregularities could occur; the second level is the classification of pixels which belong to potential defects. Feature-based pattern recognition method of k -Nearest Neighbours (k-NN) is used to classify a pixel as belonging to one of the classes of defects or to a good surface.
Defect Detection
The proposed system uses two different inspection sensors on the basis that complementary information from inspection based on different physical principles enhance confidence in the inspection results. Different techniques have been used for different kind of imperfections, following the users requirements: shape defects (optical) and surface defects (both optical and electromagnetic).
Shape Defects Detection and Measurements
The current practice of core production control is to select sample cores and measure their dimensions with a mechanical gauge which either accepts or rejects the core. To comply with this practice, an optical shape gauge system has been developed in order to quickly reject the obviously defective cores. The system measures the less obvious but still critical dimensional deviations from the standard values specified by the producer and represented by a reference digital image and a tolerance image, compared to the shape being measured. An important feature of the shape gauge system is its capability to handle arbitrarily oriented projections of the 3D objects. Therefore, the comparison of the measured and the reference shape is shift and rotation invariant. In figure 1 an example of the reference image, the measured and difference images are shown for a defective E-core (bidimensional view). A novel shape representation, the polar run-length code (PRLC), was introduced that is particularly suitable for this purpose. Under these conditions, the optical gauge system: (a) rejects the core if the overall deviation is above a threshold; (b) measures the dimensions of the core; (c) detects and measures selected types of shape defect; (d) keeps track of the major statistics for production control. Experimental measures have been done on a large number of sample cores, both defective and presumably good, to demonstrate the capability of the system.
Surface Core Inspection with Electromagnetic Sensor
To complement the optical inspection of ferrite cores for shape distortion, an electromagnetic technique is needed to find other kind of imperfections, such as narrow sturface breaking cracks and sub-surface voids. The AC based techniques [2] are not suitable because the very high resistivity of the ferrite prevented any appreciable induction of current. Various other non-contacting techniques, such as conventional Eddy currents, AC and DC flux leakage, suffer from the same problem. For the detection of surface cracks in ferrite cores, the contacting DC Potential Drop technique (DCPD) has been used. This proved very easy to implement, because the high resistivity gives rise to high, easily measurable, surface potential differences. Surface maps of potential differences, both parallel and perpendicular to the input electric field, were collected by an array of contacting sprung pins via a multiplexer, which was scanned along the core surface. The peaks and troughs detected in these maps indicated the positions of defects, and the signal amplitudes could be related to defect depth using a simple model of potential distribution in the component [2] . From the information of each digital map, a suitable set of features is then extracted and given as input to the classifier (see Section 3).
Surface Defect Detection with Optical Sensor
The grey level images of the illuminated cores are acquired through the use of a specially designed LED illuminating system. These images are analysed by a defect detection system [3] which consists of: a morphological defect detector, a morphological pyramid, and a data reduction software. Fig. 2 shows an example of the pyramid obtained for a defective core. The images on the left side show successive levels of the original image, whereas the images on the fight show grey level maps of defects. As can be observed, by reducing the resolution one is able to detect bigger and bigger defects. The maps of defects are then used by the defect classification software.
The obtained results covered a large range of defects and were quite satisfactory. A set of most informative features is then extracted from each pattern of single pixel; in particular, as the features, the following functions defined on a suitable neighbourhood of each pixel have been used: raw brightness, standard deviation, absolute value of gradient and texture measures according to [4] , [5] and [6] . 
Classification Results
In visual inspection of cores surfaces one of the approaches is to recognise whether a given pixel of a core image belong to a "good" surface, to the background or to the one of considered types of irregularities. Basing on the result of such classification carried out for all pixels, a global rule for core classification can be obtained. For the classification of surface defects (optical sensor) the following five classes of pixels have been considered: 1.good object, 2.background, 3.chipping, 4.chipping with external edge, 5. chipping with internal edge. The classification rule can be created on the basis of the set of pixels with a known class membership. In our case the training set contains 71406 pixels. In Fig. 3 an image of a core with marked training pixels and the classes of pixels for training the classifier is shown. To construct a decision rule for classification of pixels, a method based on the k-NN (k -Nearest Neighbours) technique [7] has been used. With respect to other approaches, for instance artificial neuron like methodology that are in fashion now, the learning of k-NN classifiers can be very fast realised. As an example of classification results, in Table 1 Table I . The misclassification matrix: probabilities that object from the class 'T' (row) is assigned to the class "j" (column) for five classes of optical method.
As regards the surface defect (crack) detection through the electromagnetic sensor, the application of standard error measures of False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN) [8] to the classified pixels has given a maximum error percentage value of 0.045 % (FP) and 0.038 % (FN) for a test set of surface cracked samples. A feature selection strategy is slrongly recommended since it may not only simplify the classification but also significantly improve it.
As conclusion, the project results will be applicable to a class of quality inspection problems for various objects, not only these selected as prototypes in this paper. The inspection and measuring system that the CRASH research has developed would constitute an essential element of a future Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) module to the overall production of ferritic cores. This would greatly enhanced the productivity and quality control of the industrial partners. A significative contribution has been given form the CRASH activity to the standards of the IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) for quality assessment of ferrite cores (Technical Committee TC51 of IEC).
